
Sustainability and Comfort: Personalised Water Bottles

Personalised water bottles and sport bottles are premium corporate gifts for companies, as

they have all the features of a successful product. Useful, versatile, available in various designs

and with a large print area, it is no coincidence that they belong to the most requested

promotional products. They are suitable for any season, look �ne and allow you to customise

the entire surface. So, they ensure maximum visibility to the company logo or slogan.

Besides these details, promotional drink bottles with logo are e�ective tools to combat the

use of plastic and the environmental disasters that result from it. More convenient than

disposable versions, drink bottles do not require us to give up any comfort. Instead, they are

appreciated both for their usefulness and for the green image they give your company. That is

why creating personalised water

bottles with logo is always a winning

move.

Promotional Drink Bottles: the

Pros of Customising Thermal,

Eco-Friendly or Sports Bottles

for Your Company

When we go on a trip, to the beach,

when we start an excursion or go out of

town, or when we meet up with friends

for a picnic, we always carry our drink

bottle with us. Most of the time it is a

personalised model. We may have

bought it ourselves or received it as a

gift, perhaps with other promotional

products. Personalised water bottles

with logo are the trump card of all

brands that care about the

environment, but not only. Thanks to the increasing popularity, custom printed water bottles

have become one of the most requested promotional products by any business activity.

There are lightweight versions for children and athletes as well as smaller ones for anyone

going out for a short time. In the same way, we �nd spacious drink bottles for whoever has to

go to the mountains, the gym, the library or work. Promotional drink bottles with logo

appeal to everyone, because they are very useful, comfortable and special. Printing or

engraving them will turn your sport or drink bottles into accessories to grow fond of. Both for

their function and for their looks, your personalised water bottles will be taken everywhere:

from the o�ce to the park, from the university to sports centres. And, every time, your

branded drink bottles will spread your logo very quickly and e�ectively.

Personalised Water Bottles with Logo: Promotional Gifts for All Targets



Small or large, wide or thin, bottle-shaped or looking like a cup, our promotional drink bottles

are available in a thousand versions. They are all suitable to meet everyone's tastes and

needs. And this does not refer to companies only, but to targets as well. A fashion house or a

chic clothing store may want to choose the outstandingly elegant models, such as aluminium

or glass drink bottles. Then there are the classic types, which look quite neutral. These

personalised water bottles with logo are ideal if your target is wide, varied or if you do not

know their tastes well. 

As for functionality, on the other hand, we need to ask ourselves how, where and when our

custom printed drink bottles will be used the most. In the case of a sports target, for

instance, most companies customise sports bottles, which are perfect for physical activity.

Whether your customers work mainly in the o�ce or away from home, personalised thermal

bottles will be the top corporate gifts. In short, it is all about studying your goal: the wide

choice of custom printed water bottles will de�nitely give you the promotional products you

are looking for.

Personalised Water Bottles with Logo as Corporate Gifts for the Team

In the business world, it is increasingly common to o�er corporate gifts to employees. The

most popular times for this are Christmas, right after hiring, the beginning of the year and

when everyone is back from holidays. There are several personalised corporate gifts that can

be given to employees to thank them for their work and make them feel an active part of the

brand. But our personalised water bottles with

logo are undoubtedly among the most popular

choices and never out of place.

Branded water bottles and sport bottles are very

useful in the workplace. They allow everyone to

stay hydrated, as is the case with personalised

mugs. These, too are not by chance very popular

as corporate gifts for the work team. O�ering

personalised water bottles with logo to your crew

shows care, not only towards your business, but

towards the well-being of your employees as

well. This simple gesture a�ects the whole team

in a very positive way. Of course, it increases

productivity. However, it �rst of all strengthens

the bonds within the team and with employee

and employer. Because the latter, with these

branded water bottles, will have proved to be a

point of reference and a reliable �gure.

Personalised Water Bottles and Sport

Bottles: Functional and Practical

Corporate Gifts to Carry Around

Promotional drink bottles with logo are successful for many reasons. Among these, they

protect the environment, are reusable and save money as a result. Plus, they turn out to be
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comfortable in many contexts and can become trusted objects. All these qualities make them

perfect as custom promotional products. Also because they will probably be used often and

have a good chance of creating an intimate relationship with those who receive them as

corporate gifts. 

Our custom printed water bottles and drink bottles can be purchased in di�erent versions,

depending on the materials or particular functions. Not to mention the other options, such as

size, colours, shapes and customisation possibilities. In any case, all these personalised water

bottles with logo prove to be incredibly comfortable, practical and functional.

Using them is very simple, whether they snap open or are provided with the classic cap with

screw closure. Some models - especially sports ones - are equipped with a hook or a

carabiner, which make our promotional drink bottles with logo perfect to be carried around

everywhere. We then �nd branded water bottles and drink bottles with a dispensing cap,

some with a tea infuser, while others are foldable.

Drink, Sport, Water Bottles: Which Promotional Products

to Choose, for Whom and How to Make Them

Choosing branded water bottles as the next promotional products for your marketing strategy

opens the way to di�erent possibilities. We have seen that our promotional drink bottles

with logo are available in a thousand versions, each with particular details that make all

models special. But one of the main features that distinguishes the various types of custom

printed water bottles on our website is the material with which they are made. 

This is important because the material determines aesthetic rendering, weight, the possibility

of customisation and, in some cases, even functionality. So it is that we see:

Personalised aluminum water bottles: these corporate gifts last over time thanks to the

resistant material with which they are manufactured. Suitable for any occasion, these

branded water bottles can be used in sports activities because they are lightweight as

well. Basically, they combine a material of excellent quality with the practicality of use.

Aluminium drink bottles can be customised with engraving or digital printing depending

on the model. Both techniques guarantee very high precision results. Engraving, in

particular, will give your corporate gifts a re�ned appearance.

Personalised sports bottles: this category includes custom printed water bottles made

with di�erent materials but with a common feature: they are all designed for sports.

With increasing attention to physical health, movement has become part of everyday life

as a method of keeping one's body healthy. Sports bottles are essential for anyone who

practices yoga, jogging, CrossFit or any other sport. However, they are very useful for

whoever goes out for a walk and wants a comfortable accessory to have at hand as well.

The main advantage of these products is that they are comfortable to use and carry

around.

Personalised metal water bottles: with an elegant design, metal drink bottles are among

the most popular in the world of custom promotional products. The main advantage is

longevity: these accessories are durable, seemingly indestructible. Thanks to the

excellent quality materials of which they are made, these drink bottles can be e�ective
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for several years. As a consequence, they

guarantee the company a virtually unlimited

advertising. Engraved or custom printed

metal water bottles can be made original in

many ways and will become exceptional

promoters of the brand.

Personalised plastic water bottles: a

di�erent example is that of plastic drink

bottles, which are light and practical to take

with you at all times. Despite the material of

which they are made, they represent a good

green alternative to disposable bottles. They

can be used several times, helping to reduce

the environmental impact of plastic

signi�cantly. There are eco-friendly options

made with biodegradable materials as well.

Weight is one of the main pros of these

models. For this reason, people who practice

sport or go out on a walk use them the most.

The techniques which we can use to create

plastic promotional drink bottles are mostly

digital. These will render details and, in some

cases, colours in high-de�nition.

Personalised glass water bottles are a pass-

partout for all companies that want to promote a green image and communicate interest

in the environmental issue. Managers often give these personalised corporate gifts to

their employees, to encourage the use of eco-friendly products starting from their work

context.

These custom drink bottles are full of surprises: they are resistant and versatile. The

surface of our custom glass drink bottles can be printed with digital techniques, which

will produce a result rich in details and of great aesthetic and communicative impact.

Custom eco-friendly water bottles: this category includes drink bottles made of

alternative materials, which make a substantial contribution to the �ght against climate

change. Each model has di�erent features depending on its composition. As a

consequence, di�erent printing techniques will be allowed. The common factor between

these promotional products is the possibility of promoting a sustainable lifestyle. Being

made with innovative materials, these personalised water bottles with logo can be an

interesting discovery for those who do not know about these alternatives yet. By

distributing these corporate gifts, then, you have the chance to spread greater

awareness about the green options available.

Some custom printed water bottles stand out for their functionality, rather than for the

materials with which they are made. This is the case of personalised thermal bottles. In

summer as well as in winter, maintaining the temperature of the drinks can often make a

di�erence. And this type of branded water bottles performs precisely this function. It is

probably because of this uniqueness that they are so successful. By giving them to customers

and collaborators, you can count on a performative product. Anyone can sip some hot tea in
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winter, while sitting among the

university desks or in the o�ce. On the

other hand, these personalised water

bottles with logo allow you to enjoy

fresh water on sultry summer days as

well. Just as in the case of personalised

thermal mugs or personalised thermal

cups, these promotional products are

suitable as corporate gifts for

employees as well as for any other type

of marketing campaign.

In a nutshell, branded water bottles are

passe-partouts for every promotion,

regardless of company, sector of

activity, occurrence, target. Everyone

uses them and they come in handy

when you have to take them with you.

Besides, they guarantee the company

maximum freedom of expression on

the one hand and a great logo

exposure on the other. Plus, promotional drink bottles with logo ensure anyone who receives

them a constant supply of water or any other drink, everywhere and at all times. For this

reason and for the help they o�er to the environment, creating personalised water bottles

with logo is a strategy that every brand must resort to sooner or later.

To learn more about the usefulness of the water bottle in everyday life and in protecting the

planet, read this article.
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